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Previous research suggests that literacy, specifically learning alphabetic letter-to-phoneme mappings, modifies online speech
processing and enhances brain responses, as indexed by the BOLD, to speech in auditory areas associated with phonological
processing (Dehaene et al., 2010). However, alphabets are not the only orthographic systems in use in the world, and hun-
dreds of millions of individuals speak languages that are not written using alphabets. In order to make claims that literacy
per se has broad and general consequences for brain responses to speech, one must seek confirmatory evidence from nonal-
phabetic literacy. To this end, we conducted a longitudinal fMRI study in India probing the effect of literacy in Devanagari,
an abubgida, on functional connectivity and cerebral responses to speech in 91 variously literate Hindi-speaking male and
female human participants. Twenty-two completely illiterate participants underwent 6 months of reading and writing train-
ing. Devanagari literacy increases functional connectivity between acoustic-phonetic and graphomotor brain areas, but we
find no evidence that literacy changes brain responses to speech, either in cross-sectional or longitudinal analyses. These find-
ings shows that a dramatic reconfiguration of the neurofunctional substrates of online speech processing may not be a uni-
versal result of learning to read, and suggest that the influence of writing on speech processing should also be investigated.
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Significance Statement

It is widely claimed that a consequence of being able to read is enhanced auditory processing of speech, reflected by increased
cortical responses in areas associated with phonological processing. Here we find no relationship between literacy and the
magnitude of brain response to speech stimuli in individuals who speak Hindi, which is written using a nonalphabetic script,
Devanagari, an abugida. We propose that the exact nature of the script under examination must be considered before making
sweeping claims about the consequences of literacy for the brain. Further, we find evidence that literacy enhances functional
connectivity between auditory processing areas and graphomotor areas, suggesting a mechanism whereby learning to write
might influence speech perception.

Introduction
Learning to read and write involves acquiring a mapping of
spoken language to orthographic symbols, which have both a vis-
ual (recognition) and a motor (production) component. These
mapping processes have been suggested to have functional con-
sequences for brain areas associated with acoustic-phonetic proc-
essing that are manifest during the processing of speech. It has
been argued that literacy modifies the underlying phonological
code for speech reception, as evidenced in increased brain
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responses to speech in auditory areas in literate compared with
illiterate individuals (Dehaene et al., 2010). Furthermore, research
has previously provided some evidence that increasing print-
speech convergence (a positive correlation between the magnitude
of brain responses [indexed by BOLD fMRI] to speech and text)
in numerous brain areas may be a hallmark of the onset of literacy
(Monzalvo and Dehaene-Lambertz, 2013; Preston et al., 2016;
Chyl et al., 2018). Such findings imply that in brain areas where
orthographic and speech information make contact, literacy leads
to enhanced responses to both input modalities. A related effect
was reported by Shankweiler et al. (2008), who showed that the
degree of convergence of responses to anomalous written and spo-
ken sentences in left inferior frontal gyrus correlated with reading
skill. Such results are interpreted as evidence that reading piggy-
backs onto the neural bases of speech.

Although it is tempting to assume that any form of literacy
will reconfigure phonological representations, and consequently,
brain responses to speech, the worldwide diversity of ortho-
graphic systems invites closer examination of these findings.
Alphabetic systems encode subsyllabic segments, which are argu-
ably not a “natural” unit in speech production. Learning to map
speech to such units mandated by a writing system may well
incur different phonological restructuring demands compared
with other types of scripts that more directly encode speech units
or are more or less orthographically transparent. In an elegant
study addressing the potential impact of orthographic systems
on speech-print convergence, Rueckl et al. (2015) performed an
fMRI study on readers of different types of script: Alphabetic
(Spanish, orthographically transparent, English, opaque), Abjad
(Hebrew), and logographic (Chinese). They found evidence of
consistent print-speech convergence in a number of left perisyl-
vian brain areas across all four languages, with relatively subtle
differences as a function of orthographic transparency and more
marked differences when comparing logographic with nonlogo-
graphic writing systems.

The present study aimed to complement this research by
examining the impact of literacy on brain responses to speech
stimuli in Hindi, which is written in Devanagari, which is an
abugida. Abugidas (Daniels, 2020) are nonalphabetic writing
systems that are distinct from alphabets, alphasyllabaries (e.g.,
Japanese Kana), abjads (e.g., Hebrew, Arabic), and logosyllaba-
ries (e.g., Chinese Hanzi). In an abugida, basic characters sys-
tematically encode a consonant with an inherent vowel, with
optional diacritics modifying the vowel. Characters therefore
simultaneously encode syllabic and subsyllabic information (for
a more extensive description, see Vaid and Gupta, 2002).

We used fMRI to record cerebral responses to auditory sen-
tences in a group of 91 Hindi-speaking individuals of varying
levels of literacy (ranging from illiterate to fluent readers) from
rural communities in Northern India, first in cross-sectional
investigation, and in a follow-up investigation after 22 illiterate
participants had taken a 6 month literacy course. We used a
listening task with no meta-linguistic component to ensure
that any observed effects were not the result of deliberate,
task-driven, phonological processing components. In order to
examine evidence of functional modifications during speech
processing, beyond modulation of magnitude of brain response,
we examined functional connectivity of phonological processing
regions: left planum temporale (PT, previously reported to show
greater responses to speech in literate than illiterate individuals)
(Dehaene et al., 2010) and left posterior superior temporal gyrus
(pSTG, a brain area implicated in categorical representation of
speech sounds) (Yi et al., 2019).

Contrary to the prediction that literacy induces increased
secondary auditory cortical responses to speech, we find no
evidence for changes to the brain’s response to speech, either
cross-sectionally or longitudinally. However, we find signifi-
cant evidence of literacy-enhanced functional connectivity
between acoustic-phonetic processing areas of posterior
superior temporal cortex and graphomotor areas, suggestive
of the development of a functional link between a graphemic
code and speech processing with literacy.

Materials and Methods
The data presented in this paper includes a novel reanalysis of a subset
of previously published data (Hervais-Adelman et al., 2019). The study
was longitudinal, consisting of two MRI sessions;6 months apart.

Participants
Participants were recruited from two villages near the city of Lucknow
in the Northern Indian state of Uttar Pradesh as part of a study that
was approved by the ethics committee of the Center of Biomedical
Research, Lucknow. After giving informed consent, 91 healthy right-
handed human volunteers without a known history of psychiatric dis-
ease or neurologic condition took part in the study (for more details,
see Demographic and behavioral data). All of the participants were
right-handed and examined by a medical doctor. None of the partici-
pants had any known neurologic impairments. Participants were inter-
viewed about their educational background. A word-reading test and a
letter identification task were administered.

Participant characteristics
Information on age, income, and number of literate family members was
obtained in an interview. Right-handedness was verified in interview by
asking participants which hand they used for common activities (e.g.,
drawing). Raven’s Progressive Matrices were administered to test non-
verbal cognitive abilities.

Literacy measures
Two measures of literacy were recorded, namely, letter identification
(ability to name the 46 primary Devanagari characters, “Aksara”) and
word reading ability (ability to read out-loud 86 words of varying syllabic
complexity). In the aksara-identification task, participants received a
recorded spoken instruction. In the spoken instruction, they were told
that they would be presented with the aksara of the Hindi alphabet one
by one. They were told that each letter would be shown for 5 s followed
by a question mark. The instructions, which were provided orally by a
researcher who was present throughout, specified that, when the ques-
tion mark was on the screen, they should name the letter aloud. The
response was recorded. The recording terminated automatically after
10 s. The 46 aksara were presented in font Mangal (size 96 point).
Participants’ performance was recorded as the total number of aksara
correctly named.

The word-reading test consisted of 86 words, presented one at a time
in font Mangal (size 96 point). The words were of differing syllabic com-
plexity (26 monosyllabic, 30 disyllabic, and 30 trisyllabic) and presented
in a pseudorandomized order. Each word was displayed on the screen for
10 s followed by a question mark. A spoken recorded instruction specified
that, when the question mark was on the screen, participants should say
aloud the word they had seen. Participants’ responses were recorded. The
recording terminated automatically after 30 s. Performance was recorded
as the total number of words correctly read.

Participant characteristics are shown in Table 1, and correlations
between reading scores and other factors are shown in Figure 1.

Literacy at the study site
Literacy rates in India stand at;75% nationwide. Given the large popu-
lation of India, this means that there are still almost 300 million illiterate
adults in India. The Indian constitution actually guarantees free and
compulsory education. The Indian government has also introduced
schemes that provide free food to improve attendance and retention at
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government schools. The reason that literacy levels have not gone up
further so far are deeply rooted socioeconomic circumstances, including
large economic inequalities, caste and gender discrimination. There are
also striking regional differences. In the Southern Indian state of Kerala,
almost everybody can read and write, but Uttar Pradesh in the North of
India, where we conducted our study, is among the states with the worst
literacy rates. The situation gets particularly dramatic when several of
the socioeconomic factors that determine illiteracy combine. The Dalits,
who are in the West, sometimes referred to as the “untouchables,”
belong to the lowest caste in the traditional religious Hindu social struc-
ture. The Indian constitution has officially abolished untouchability, but
having to deal with implicit oppression remains a reality of much of
Dalit life. Many Dalit girls do not attend any school or drop out very
early because of poverty, and to avoid humiliation by teachers and class-
mates. Almost half of Dalit women in India are illiterate (Raghavendra,
2020).

We recruited participants from the remote countryside because we
wanted to engage some participants that were completely illiterate, who
could not read and write at all, and some participants from exactly the
same community with the same socioeconomic background but who
had learned to read. This selection procedure enabled us to ensure that
any differences other than literacy between the two groups were mini-
mized. It also enabled us to rule out with considerable confidence that
there were any neurologic impairments or intelligence differences
between the groups that were the reason that some of the people in the
villages had gone to school to learn to read and others had not. In some
cases, literate and illiterate participants were from the same family. The
reason that some of the children of a family are sent to school but others
are not is often simply that large poor Dalit families cannot afford to
send all children to school. Lower caste, poor and rural households tend
to have such limited resources to make a living that all family members,
including children, have to work to contribute to the survival of house-
hold. Consequently, educational opportunities are limited, and access to
schooling and formal instruction in literacy is lost (Raghavendra, 2020).

Sex and literacy
There was an imbalance in the sex of the participants as a function of lit-
eracy status, with illiterate participants being more likely to be female.
This is driven by the cultural factors discussed above (Raghavendra,
2020). The potential consequences of this for the present experiment are
not readily predictable; however, numerous meta-analyses over recent
decades have indicated that there are no systematic effects of sex to be
found in the literature on functional imaging of language processes
(Kansaku and Kitazawa, 2001; Sommer et al., 2004, 2008; Kaiser et al.,
2009; Wallentin, 2009; Sato, 2020). We therefore do not believe that this
limitation alone could account for potential between-group effects that
we observe, especially in those analyses that treat word reading as a con-
tinuous predictor. Nevertheless, we have attempted to account for the
potential confounding effect of sex, age, and Raven’s performance in the
between-groups analyses presented in Experiment 2.

MRI procedure
Stimuli were presented blocked by condition. There were 10 blocks for
each task, which were arranged in a different pseudo-random order for
each participant. Stimulus presentation was controlled using E-Prime
(Psychology Software Tools).

Stimuli. Six stimulus categories were presented during fMRI acquisi-
tion: visual sentences, auditory sentences, horizontal checkerboards, and
vertical checkerboards. Two additional conditions were included, which
invited participant responses. These were visual (written) and spoken
commands that instructed the participant to respond by pressing either
the left or right response button of an MR-compatible button box.
Behavioral responses to these trials are not analyzed, and the conditions
are not described further. Ten blocks of each stimulus type were pre-
sented in a randomized order (randomized per participant). In each vis-
ual sentence block, each trial consisted of a simple sentence, which was
shown on four successive screens with 1-3 words on each screen. Each
screen was shown for 400ms with an interval of 100ms between each
screen. Between each sentence, there was a 1500ms pause. All words
were displayed in font Mangal size 86. The words were shown at the cen-
ter of the screen. Participants received a recorded auditory instruction to
read the sentences. Blocks lasted 35 s.

For auditory sentences, each block consisted of 10 simple declarative
sentences. Sentences were unrelated to one another. They were pre-
sented over MR-compatible headphones in four audio sequences com-
prising 1-3 words for each sentence, similar to the visual sentence
presentation. Participants were instructed to listen to the sentences care-
fully. Blocks lasted;60 s (mean: 59.55 s, range: 57.75-66.19 s, variability
because of variable latencies in audio delivery). Visual and auditory pre-
sentation examples are illustrated in Figure 2.

Vertical and horizontal checkerboard blocks each consisted of 30
flashing vertical checkerboards. The checkerboards changed their con-
trast after 400ms. Each block lasted 12 s (30� 400 ms). Analyses of these
stimuli are not presented here; they have previously been discussed
(Hervais-Adelman et al., 2019).

In order to provide an estimate of individual participants’ baseline
BOLD activity, every stimulus block was succeeded by a null block, in
which no stimuli were presented, lasting 12 s (5 scans).

Sentence materials. Two sentence lists were used which were
assigned to auditory or visual presentation (consistently across all partic-
ipants). Each list of sentences consisted of 10 unrelated simple Hindi de-
clarative sentences (e.g., “We call the fire brigade when there is a fire,”
“The children saw a lion in the circus”). The same set of sentences was
played or displayed in each of the blocks (i.e., each sentence was repeated
in each of the 10 either visual or auditory blocks).

Instructions. Participants were instructed orally on the procedure
before being settled comfortably on the patient table and placed in the
scanner bore. They were asked to remain as still as possible and to pay
attention to the stimuli appearing on screen or played over the head-
phones. They were instructed to respond by button press to visual or au-
ditory sentences that commanded them to press a button. Further,
participants were informed that they could terminate their participation
at any time if they wished, and were instructed in the use of the MR-
scanner emergency-call squeeze “button.”

Relationships between reading ability and demographic factors
Pairwise correlation analyses using Kendall’s t b were conducted
to test for relationships between literacy and various demographic
factors, including age, sex, monthly income, and performance on
Raven’s. Matrices of all the participants at the first time point (N
participants = 91). A nonparametric test was favored because the
distribution of the reading data is not normal (Lilliefors test
statistic = 0.271, p, 0.001, Fig. 1). The complete set of pairwise
correlations is reported in Figure 1. As would be expected from
the participant selection procedure, significant correlations of in-
terest were found between the literacy measures (word reading
and Aksara recognition) and years of schooling (word reading: t =
0.605, p, 0.001, Aksara recognition: t = 0.580, p, 0.001). There
was also a significant relationship between literacy and sex (dummy
coded as a binary variable), such that female participants were less

Table 1. Summary of principal demographic and behavioral information for
participants (N= 91)

Mean SD Minimum Maximum

Age (yr) 28.165 5.57 18 40
Sex 56 F; 35 M NA NA NA
Monthly income (IRN)a 2109.89 1277.589 0 9000
Years of schooling 2.22 3.47 0 12
Raven’s matrices 15.385 4.997 8 35
Word reading (maximum 86) 25.538 33.301 0 86
Aksara identification (maximum 46) 21.132 17.458 0 46
a For reference, in 2011-2012, the poverty line, based on the Suresh Tendulkar Methodology, was estimated
to be IRN816 per capita/mo (press note on poverty estimates, 2011-2012 from public policy thinktank, the
National Institute for Transforming India; https://www.niti.gov.in/sites/default/files/2020-05/press-note-
poverty-2011-12-23-08-16.pdf). In 2011, this was equivalent to U.S. $55 (using purchasing power parity,
OECD data, retrieved from: https://data.oecd.org/conversion/purchasing-power-parities-ppp.htm). Fourteen
participants who reported an income of IRN0 were not destitute but supported by other members of their
household.
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Figure 2. Illustrative timeline of sentence presentation in visual and auditory blocks with broad transcription to English provided. Visual sentence:
(English translation: “The cats look at birds on the wall”), Auditory sentence (English translation: “The children saw a

lion in the circus”).

Figure 1. Participant characteristics, Time 1. The mean values for the N = 91 participants included at Time 1. Relationships between pairs of variables were calculated using
nonparametric correlation (Kendall’s t b), †except in the case of sex, for which point-biserial correlations were calculated. *p , 0.05. **p , 0.01. ***p , 0.001.
Histograms on diagonal represent the distribution of values of the indicated variable. Trend lines on scatter plots indicate linear fits. Ribbon indicates 95% CI of the fit. IRN,
Indian Rupees; Ed, education (yr).
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likely to be literate, which is because of cultural factors affecting
access to schooling at the study site (word reading: t = 0.420,
p, 0.001, Aksara recognition: t = 0.411, p, 0.001). There was a
negative correlation between age and literacy (word reading: t =
�0.214, p = 0.006, Aksara recognition: t = �0.228, p = 0.003), indi-
cating that the more literate participants tended to be younger than
the illiterate participants. A further relationship was found between
literacy and Raven’s matrices performance (word reading: t = 0.242,
p = 0.002, Aksara recognition: t = 0.278, p, 0.001).

It is particularly noteworthy that monthly income is not significantly
related to literacy (word reading: t = 0.119, p=0.147, Aksara recogni-
tion: t = 0.108, p=0.171), indicating that literacy is unlikely to be a pri-
mary determinant of socioeconomic status in the communities from
which the study participants were drawn.

Mediation of literacy by fluid intelligence. In order to rule out a
potential confounding effect of underlying fluid intelligence differ-
ences, a mediation analysis was conducted to test for a possible
mediating effect of Raven’s matrices performance on the relation-
ship between years of schooling and literacy. The analysis was con-
ducted using the MeMoBootR package (Buchanan, 2018) in R
version 4.0.5 (R Core Team, 2021). The path plot for the mediation
analysis is shown in Figure 3. Evaluating the relationship between
years of schooling mediated by Raven’s (assumed to be a proxy for
nonverbal IQ) shows a direct effect of schooling on word reading
(b = 6.76, t(89) = 9.362, p, 0.001), a significant relationship between
Education and Raven’s (b = 0.402, t(89) = 2.74, p = 0.007), and a sig-
nificant relationship between Raven’s and literacy when accounting
for education. The direct effect of education on literacy is, however,
not significantly modulated by Raven’s (direct effect, accounting
for Raven’s, b = 6.285, t(88) = 8.562, p, 0.001, Aroian Sobel test
z = 1.705, p = 0.088, bootstrapped 95% confidence for the indirect
effect: �0.151, 1.130). Thus, the component of nonverbal intelligence
reflected in Raven’s performance is not responsible for literacy, and it
may even be speculated that superior Raven’s performance in the lit-
erate participants could itself be the result of schooling.

MRI data acquisition and preprocessing
Anatomical and functional data were collected before and after the liter-
acy program using a 3.0 Tesla Siemens MAGNETOM Skyra (Siemens)
whole-body magnetic resonance scanner using a 64-channel radio fre-
quency head coil. T1-weighted 3D MPRAGE images were obtained
using a pulse sequence with TR=1.690ms, TE=2.60ms, TI= 1.100ms,
FOV=256� 256, matrix size = 256 � 256 � 192, and voxel size = 1.0�
1.0� 1.0mm3. Functional images for the visual and localizer runs were
acquired as continuous EPI (TR=2400 ms, TE= 30 ms, 38 slices, voxel
size: 3.5 � 3.5 � 3 mm, no interslice gap, interleaved slice order).
Preprocessing was conducted using the default pipeline implemented
in the Conn toolbox (Whitfield-Gabrieli and Nieto-Castanon, 2012),
version CONN20.b, SPM12 build 7219, running in MATLAB R2016a
(version 9.0.0.341360). This consists of functional realignment and
unwarping, slice-timing correction (for Siemens interleaved acquisi-
tions), both using SPM12 default settings, followed by outlier identi-
fication based on the observed BOLD signal and subject motion

parameters. Acquisitions with frame � frame displacement of.0.9 mm
or global BOLD signal changes .5 SD were flagged as potential outliers
(the default thresholds implemented by the toolbox). Identified outliers
were later included in the first-level, within-subject, statistical design. A
new reference image, based on all scans except marked outliers, is
produced. The structural and functional data are then realigned
and normalized to MNI space, and segmented into gray matter,
white matter, and CSF, using SPM12 unified segmentation and
normalization (Ashburner and Friston, 2005). Default Conn pa-
rameters were used. Functional data were then smoothed using a
Gaussian kernel of 8 mm FWHM.

Condition versus baseline activation maps. The functional imaging
session was modeled at the single-subject level using a GLM in SPM12.
The design consisted of one regressor per condition (sentence reading,
visual commands, sentence listening, auditory commands, horizontal
checkerboards, vertical checkerboards). For each participant, additional
regressors were included to flag any outlier scans identified during
realignment (one regressor per scan). Six regressors of no interest coding
for scan-to-scan movement (x, y, and z translations and rotations), a sev-
enth term coding for scan-to-scan global BOLD change, and a constant
term were added. Stimulus blocks were modeled as epochs convolved
with the canonical HRF in SPM12, and rest trials (baseline) were left
unmodeled. To rule out the possibility of systematic effects of participant
movement on any literacy-related results, the number of identified out-
liers was tested for a relationship with word reading scores; no signifi-
cant relationships were found (Time 1: Kendall’s t = 0.086, p=0.263;
Time 2: t = –0.094, p=0.323). This also suggests that there was no sys-
tematic effect of literacy on compliance with the instruction to remain as
still as possible in the scanner.

For each participant, parameter estimates for the auditory sentence
and visual sentence conditions were contrasted with the baseline, and
the resulting contrast images were used for second-level, random-effects
analyses, in which the individual subject data were tested for reliable
group-level effects using a one-sample t test.

Relationship between BOLD response and literacy. Because of the
non-normal distribution of the reading scores across the group, analyses
that sought to probe a literacy–BOLD link were executed using nonpara-
metric statistics. This was achieved using the Randomize tool from the
FSL version 6.0 package (Winkler et al., 2014), using 5000 permutations
to determine the null distribution of the statistic for the contrast of inter-
est. Results reported are significant at a cluster-mass threshold of
p, 0.05 FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons, with a cluster-form-
ing threshold set to be equivalent to uncorrected voxelwise p, 0.001
(for N=91, t(90) = 3.092).

ROIs
ROI definitions. A goal of the investigation was to probe the claims

of Dehaene et al. (2010) regarding the change in responsiveness to
speech in PT as a function of literacy. We therefore defined a target ROI
based on the coordinates of the peak effect of literacy on response to

Figure 3. Path plot for mediation analysis of effect of Raven’s performance on the direct
relationship between years of schooling and literacy. Values on links indicate estimated b
parameter for the regression of the variables on one another. Value in brackets is the direct
effect of education on literacy, accounting for Raven’s performance. Mediation analysis sug-
gests that the influence of years of schooling on literacy is not mediated by Raven’s perform-
ance (Sobel test z= 1.705, p= 0.088, bootstrap [N= 1000 permutations] 95% CI: �0.151,
1.130).

Figure 4. Loci of the selected ROIs projected on axial sections of the MNI single-subject
brain. Selection of ROIs is described in text.
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spoken language processing in their investigation. A sphere of radius 8
mm centered at MNI (x,y,zmm):�38,�28, 18.

However, since the Dehaene et al. (2010) interpretation of their
finding is at the level of phonological processing of speech, it
seems important to test the possibility that other phonetic process-
ing regions may be affected by literacy. Given the accumulation of
functional imaging and intracranial reports of the role of pSTG in
processing of speech, particularly at the phonological level, and the
evidence of print-speech convergence in the posterior superior
temporal cortex, a second ROI was created in the left pSTG. This
ROI was based on the coordinates published by Chevillet et al.
(2013) as a focus of acoustic-phonetic processing based on an
fMRI investigation. A sphere of radius 8 mm centered at MNI (x,y,
z mm): �56, �50, 8 was used. This ROI was investigated to probe
whether sites other than PT relevant to phoneme processing dis-
play any modulation of activation during as a function of literacy.

A visual wordform area (VWFA) ROI was created as a sphere of 8
mm radius centered on the coordinates reported in Hervais-Adelman et
al. (2019), MNI (x,y,zmm): �45, �55, �10. This ROI constitutes a con-
trol region, where the effect of literacy on response to orthographic stim-
ulation is already known, and serves to validate the analyses executed on
the two other ROIs. Loci of the ROIs are shown in Figure 4.

ROI data extraction
Individual participant’s t statistic for the contrast against baseline
was extracted for all voxels in the ROI (excluding any missing val-
ues, i.e., voxels not containing brain tissue), and the mean was
tested for a relationship with literacy using Kendall’s t . Analyses
were conducted in MNI space, using normalized single-subject
images.

Functional connectivity. Functional connectivity analyses were con-
ducted using the CONN toolbox version 20.b (Whitfield-Gabrieli and
Nieto-Castanon, 2012). First-level design matrices for each participant
from the fixed-effects analysis described above were entered into the
toolbox. The default denoising pipeline was also run, with temporal fil-
tering adjusted to use a high-pass filter with a cutoff of 0.008Hz. The

low-frequency cutoff was omitted since the experimental conditions
were presented in a block design, with relatively long block durations.
The denoising procedure was fully described by Whitfield-Gabrieli and
Nieto-Castanon (2012).

First-level functional connectivity was estimated for the three ROIs
(PT, VWFA, and pSTG) with the rest of the brain (seed-to-voxel con-
nectivity). This involves the calculation of a Fisher-transformed bivariate
correlation coefficient between the BOLD time-series of the ROI and the
BOLD time-series of each of the non-ROI voxels. In order to probe the
relationship between connectivity and literacy, the individual condition-
wise connectivity maps were then tested, voxelwise, for a correlation
with literacy, as indexed by word-reading scores. In order to avoid errors
because of the non-normal distribution of the reading scores, permuta-
tion testing (5000 permutations), as implemented in CONN for cluster-
mass thresholding, was used to determine significance of any effects at a
whole-brain FDR-corrected level of p, 0.05, with a cluster-forming
threshold of uncorrected p, 0.001. Since the goal of this analysis was to
explore the presence of increased functional connectivity as a function of
literacy, evaluation of functional connectivity was restricted to positive
relationships. Consequently, one-tailed tests of positive effects were con-
ducted at the cluster-forming stage.

Additional Bayesian analyses of BOLD-literacy correlations in ROIs
Given the partially confirmatory nature of this investigation (attempting
to reproduce effects of literacy on the response of auditory phoneme-
processing cortical regions during speech processing), where possible,
Bayesian analyses were executed to estimate the strength of any failures
to replicate the prior effect. Bayesian analyses were conducted using
JASP 0.16.3 (JASP Team), using uninformative priors (specified below).
Frequentist statistics are reported for the whole-brain fMRI analyses, as
Bayesian analysis tools are not yet readily available for these. Frequentist
p values are provided wherever Bayes factors are not available. Unless
otherwise indicated, Bayes factors are presented as BF10, indicating the
ratio of evidence in favor of the alternative hypothesis. Values .1 indi-
cate evidence in favor of the alternative hypothesis; values ,1 indicate
evidence in favor of the null hypothesis.

Table 2. Sentence listening versus baselinea

Cluster size
(voxels)

Cluster
mass [p(fdr)]

Cluster center
of mass (MNI)

Statistic
(mean t)

Neuroanatomical labels of cluster

x y z AAL Atlas Harvard Oxford Atlas

6664 0.0002 �46 �22 6 9.578 12.32% left PT
11.96% left central opercular cortex
11.79% left parietal operculum cortex

30.28% temporal Sup L 9.15% left superior temporal gyrus posterior division
15.59% temporal Mid L 8.13% left planum polare
10.10% Rolandic Oper L 7.20% left insular cortex
6.11% supramarginal L 6.47% left temporal pole
5.39% temporal pole Sup L 5.78% left Heschl’s gyrus (includes H1 and H2)

5533 0.0004 50 �18 4 9.740 12.56% right central opercular cortex
11.13% right superior temporal gyrus posterior division
10.95% right PT
9.07% right parietal operculum cortex

35.06% temporal Sup R 8.98% right planum polare
15.72% Rolandic Oper R 7.61% right insular cortex
9.36% insula R 6.94% right Heschl’s gyrus (includes H1 and H2)
7.41% temporal Mid R 6.69% right temporal pole
6.29% temporal pole Sup R 6.40% right middle temporal gyrus posterior division

341 0.0184 24 �68 �50 4.720 80.65% cerebellum 8 R
13.49% cerebellum crus 2 R
5.57% cerebellum 7b R

260 0.0356 �44 30 �4 3.748 50.00% left inferior frontal gyrus pars triangularis
30.38% left frontal orbital cortex

62.69% frontal Inf Tri L 10.77% left frontal pole
32.31% frontal Inf Orb 2 L 8.85% left frontal operculum cortex

a Cluster-mass p, 0.05 FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons with a cluster-forming threshold of p, 0.001 uncorrected. Results are tabulated by cluster, and the proportion of coverage of neuroanatomical regions is pro-
vided for two atlases (for details, see Materials and Methods). Coverages do not always sum to 100%, as atlases do not label all areas in the brain volume (e.g., white matter, some subcortical areas, CSF, ventricles).
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Results
BOLD response to speech and
orthographic stimuli
Initial control analyses comparing the
sentence listening and sentence reading
conditions to baseline served to verify that
expected patterns of, respectively, auditory
(Table 2) and visual (Table 3) activation
were apparent (Fig. 5). Listening to sen-
tences produced significant increases in
substantial expanses of bilateral superior
temporal areas spanning anterior to pos-
terior regions, consistent with speech
processing (Hickok, 2012; Price, 2012), as
well as increases in left inferior frontal
gyrus broadly consistent with linguistic
processes implicated in sentence process-
ing (Friederici, 2012; Price, 2012; Hagoort,
2017). Visual presentation of sentences
(which, it must be noted, were not inter-
pretable for a large proportion of the par-
ticipants) led on average to widespread
significant bilateral visual cortical activa-
tion compared with baseline.

In order to determine whether literacy
in Devanagari (functionally approximated
by word reading score) has an impact on
the BOLD response to speech, as previ-
ously reported for literacy in the Latin
alphabet (Dehaene et al., 2010), we con-
ducted a regression analysis to test for a cor-
relation between word reading score and
brain response during auditory sentence
presentation and during visual sentence
presentation (Table 4).

Cerebral responses to orthographic stimuli are modulated by
literacy
As previously reported on these data, using a different ana-
lytical approach (Hervais-Adelman et al., 2019), BOLD

responses to visual sentence presentation was significantly
modulated by literacy in a number of areas consistent with the
reading network, implicating visual, occipito-fusiform, midline
motor, and left inferior frontal gyral regions (Fig. 6).

To ensure that the expected effect of literacy on brain
response could be discerned for the BOLD response to ortho-
graphic stimuli, an analysis of the modulation of response in
VWFA by literacy was conducted. A Bayesian correlation

Table 3. Sentence reading versus baseline, group meana

Cluster size
(voxels)

Cluster
mass [p(fdr)]

Cluster center
of mass (MNI)

Statistic
(mean t)

Neuroanatomical labels of cluster

x y z AAL Atlas Harvard Oxford Atlas

12,151 0.0002 0 �72 �6 5.791 12.67% left lateral occipital cortex inferior division
13.22% Occipital_Mid_L 11.80% right lateral occipital cortex inferior division
9.23% Fusiform_R 11.70% left occipital fusiform gyrus
8.79% Fusiform_L 11.43% right occipital fusiform gyrus
5.29% Occipital_Inf_L 6.28% right temporal occipital fusiform cortex
5.25% Lingual_R 6.16% left lateral occipital cortex superior division

287 0.0288 �24 �50 48 4.023 34.15% Parietal_Inf_L 90.94% left superior parietal lobule
28.22% Parietal_Sup_L
10.10% Postcentral_L

198 0.0464 28 �48 50 3.989 31.82% Parietal_Inf_R 98.99% right superior parietal lobule
25.25% Postcentral_R
8.59% Parietal_Sup_R

132 0.0002 34 �24 �10 3.728 61.36% Hippocampus_R 81.82% right hippocampus
124 0.0002 �30 �28 �10 3.879 70.16% Hippocampus_L 80.65% left hippocampus
a Cluster-mass p, 0.05 FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons with a cluster-forming threshold of p, 0.001 uncorrected. Results are tabulated by cluster, and the proportion of coverage of neuroanatomical regions is pro-
vided for two atlases (for details, see Materials and Methods). Coverages do not always sum to 100%, as atlases do not label all areas in the brain volume (e.g., white matter, some subcortical areas, CSF, ventricles). These
sentences did not constitute linguistically meaningful stimuli to the illiterate participants.

Figure 5. Group mean activation map for auditory sentences versus baseline and visual sentences versus baseline, thresh-
olded at voxelwise p(unc.), 0.001, with a cluster-mass significance of p(FDR), 0.05, projected on MNI single-subject tem-
plate brain. z coordinates (MNI mm) are supplied for each slice and marked on the render in bottom row. L, Left; R, right.
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(Kendall’s t b, with a stretched b prior of
width=1) shows decisive evidence in favor of
the existence of a correlation between literacy
and BOLD response while reading sentences
(Aksara recognition: Kendall’s t = 0.354,
BF10 = 27,550.521; word reading: Kendall’s
t = 0.388, BF10 = 320,744.068).

No evidence that cerebral responses to
speech are affected by literacy
Testing for the effect of literacy on the pat-
terns of BOLD activation revealed no loci
at which there were significant relation-
ships between word reading scores and
brain response during sentence listening,
at the relatively liberal threshold of uncor-
rected voxelwise p, 0.001.

Despite the absence of significant
effects of literacy on the BOLD response
to auditory sentences at whole-brain lev-
els, it is conceivable that a more subtle
relationship was missed. Given the exis-
tence of an a priori rationale for testing
specific ROIs, we further probed the possi-
bility that PT response to spoken sentences
is modulated by literacy. We conducted an
ROI analysis using Bayesian correlation to
determine whether any conclusion may be
imputed based on the evidence at hand.

Bayesian correlation (Kendall’s t b,
with a stretched beat prior of width = 1)

Table 4. Modulation of responses to written sentences by literacya

Cluster size
(voxels)

Cluster
mass [p(fdr)]

Cluster center
of mass (MNI)

Statistic
(mean t)

Neuroanatomical labels of cluster

x y z AAL Atlas Harvard Oxford Atlas

7278 ,0.001 �8 �72 �8 3.920 13.04% Left_Lateral_Occipital_Cortex_inferior_division
12.05% Left_Occipital_Fusiform_Gyrus
8.37% Left_Lateral_Occipital_Cortex_superior_division

13.56% Occipital_Mid_L 7.67% Right_Lateral_Occipital_Cortex_inferior_division
10.47% Fusiform_L 7.41% Left_Temporal_Occipital_Fusiform_Cortex
8.29% Occipital_Inf_L 6.10% Right_Occipital_Fusiform_Gyrus
6.83% Cerebellum_6_R 5.29% Left_Superior_Parietal_Lobule
5.92% Cerebellum_8_R 5.04% Right_Temporal_Occipital_Fusiform_Cortex

1545 ,0.001 �38 8 26 3.782 40.13% Left_Precentral_Gyrus
40.52% Precentral_L 23.17% Left_Middle_Frontal_Gyrus
18.38% Frontal_Inf_Tri_L 12.69% Left_Inferior_Frontal_Gyrus_pars_triangularis
12.36% Frontal_Inf_Oper_L 9.06% Left_Inferior_Frontal_Gyrus_pars_opercularis

408 0.022 32 �32 2 3.872 18.38% Right_Hippocampus
9.56% Hippocampus_R 12.99% Right_Lateral_Ventricle
5.64% Temporal_Sup_R 12.25% Right_Thalamus

391 0.022 �2 10 52 3.970 31.71% Left_Juxtapositional_Lobule_Cortex
28.39% Left_Paracingulate_Gyrus
18.16% Left_Superior_Frontal_Gyrus

81.33% Supp_Motor_Area_L 10.49% Right_Paracingulate_Gyrus
17.90% Supp_Motor_Area_R 6.65% Right_Juxtapositional_Lobule_Cortex

292 0.039 �20 �30 �2 3.707 56.16% Left_Thalamus
18.49% Hippocampus_L 16.44% Left_Hippocampus
17.12% Thalamus_L 6.16% Brainstem

67 0.001 �16 �10 10 3.382 40.30% Thalamus_L 50.75% Left_Thalamus
16.42% Putamen_L 31.34% Left_Putamen

a Loci of positive associations between brain response to visually presented sentences and literacy, assessed by word-reading scores. Cluster-mass p, 0.05 FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons with a cluster-forming
threshold of p, 0.001 uncorrected. Results are tabulated by cluster, and the proportion of coverage of neuroanatomical regions is provided for two atlases (for details, see Materials and Methods). Coverages do not always
sum to 100%, as atlases do not label all areas in the brain volume (e.g., white matter, some subcortical areas, CSF, ventricles).

Figure 6. Correlation between BOLD response to visual sentences and literacy (indexed by word reading score) at Time 1,
thresholded using at cluster-mass p(FDR), 0.05 with a cluster-forming threshold of p, 0.001. Results projected onto MNI
single-subject brain. z coordinates (MNI mm) are supplied for each slice and marked on the render in bottom row. L, Left; R,
right.
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analysis was conducted to test the relationship between partici-
pant-wise BOLD response to auditory sentence presentation
extracted from each of the two acoustic-phonetic ROIs (PT and
pSTG), and literacy, quantified by Aksara recognition and word
reading scores. These analyses revealed that there is no evidence in
favor of relationships between literacy and brain response (PT,
relationship with Aksara recognition: t = 0.095, BF10 = 0.332, rela-
tionship with word reading, t = 0.007, BF10 = 0.137; pSTG rela-
tionship with Aksara recognition: t = –0.090, BF10 = 0.303,
relationship with word reading: t = –0.030, BF10 = 0.149). The
associated Bayes factors indicate anecdotal to substantial levels of
evidence in favor of the null hypothesis of no relationship between
BOLD response and literacy. The ROIs and the relationships
between BOLD response and word reading scores at the first and
second time points of the study are shown in Figure 7.

To ensure that the expected effect of literacy on brain response
could be discerned for the BOLD response to orthographic stimuli,
a control analysis of the modulation of response in VWFA by liter-
acy was conducted. A Bayesian correlation (Kendall’s t b, with a
stretched b prior of width=1) shows decisive evidence in favor of
the existence of a correlation between literacy and BOLD response
while reading sentences (Aksara recognition: Kendall’s t = 0.354,
BF10 = 27,550.521; word reading: Kendall’s t = 0.388, BF10 =
320,744.068).

Functional connectivity of PT, pSTG and VWFA
It is self-evident that, in hearing individuals, the acquisition of lit-
eracy at some stage corresponds to acquiring a mapping of

spoken language to orthographic symbols. This presumably
involves auditory processes and may therefore have functional
consequences for regions associated with acoustic-phonetic
processing. We therefore sought evidence for an impact of lit-
eracy on the functional connectivity of these regions, during
auditory sentence presentation.

Functional connectivity of PT during spoken sentence presenta-
tion is not modulated by literacy
Functional coupling to a seed region (the PT or pSTG ROI) during
auditory sentence presentation was estimated and tested for modula-
tion by literacy. We found no indication that there was a significant
impact of literacy (even at a liberal voxelwise threshold of uncor-
rected p, 0.001) on the functional connectivity of the PT ROI.

Functional connectivity between pSTG and graphemic/motor
frontal area during auditory sentence presentation increases as a
function of literacy
A cluster of 602 voxels in dorsal frontal cortex (spanning
Brodmann areas 6d, 4a, and 4p) showed functional coupling
to pSTG during sentence listening that was significantly posi-
tively associated with literacy (Fig. 8; Table 5). We note that,
even under a nondirectional hypothesis using a two-tailed
test, we observe a cluster comprising a subset of N = 342 voxels
of this cluster, with a cluster-mass FDR-corrected p = 0.049.
This cluster of dorsal sensorimotor voxels intersects with an
area commonly said to have been identified by Exner (Exner,
1881; Roux et al., 2010) as crucial for handwriting and, more
recently, repeatedly associated with handwriting in a number
of functional imaging (Longcamp et al., 2003, 2008, 2014;
Planton et al., 2017) and cortical stimulation studies (Roux et al.,
2009), known as the “graphemic/motor frontal area” (GMFA).
This result suggests that, while learning to read may not necessar-
ily alter the responsiveness of PT to auditory sentences, a
functional relationship between the pSTG acoustic-phonetic
processing area and handwriting representations develops. The
important implication is that learning to associate Devanagari
characters with their acoustic-phonetic form appears to lead to
the development of an auditory to graphomotor mapping.

Functional connectivity of VWFA to auditory and prefrontal cor-
tices during visual sentence presentation is modulated by literacy
As an additional control, the connectivity of VWFA was exam-
ined during sentence reading, and the correlation between con-
nectivity and literacy was evaluated (Table 6). This revealed a broad
pattern of connectivity between VWFA and the wider reading net-
work (Fig. 9), including the left inferior frontal gryus, left dorsal pre-
motor cortices, and supplementary motor areas, alongside bilateral
visual areas and a region of posterior superior temporal sulcus asso-
ciated with processing of speech. This latter cluster is somewhat dis-
tant, both neuroanatomically and in terms of auditory-processing
(Rutten et al., 2019) from the PT ROI examined in this study, but
abuts the pSTG ROI defined a priori.

Experiment 2: literacy training intervention and MRI
follow-up
Methods
A number of the illiterate participants (N= 22) completed a 6
month literacy training program, after which they participated in
an MRI session of the same design and with the same stimuli as
described above. All other participants were invited to return for
a follow-up scan; however, only 12 illiterate participants returned
without training, alongside 26 literate participants. The illiterate
training and nontraining groups were matched for age, gender,

Figure 7. Relationship between word-reading scores and BOLD response to auditory sentences
or visual sentences, plotted for each of the three ROIs examined in this study (VWFA). Scatter plots
represent individual subject mean t statistics in the sampled region at each time point of the study.
Trend line indicates fit of robust linear regression. Ribbon indicates 95% CI of fit. Because of the
non-normal distribution of the data for word reading, statistical analyses were conducted using non-
parametric methods (Kendall’s t b). Trendlines are illustrative. t values indicated on each scatter
plot indicate Kendall’s t and statistical significance uncorrected for multiple testing. BF10, Bayes fac-
tor in favor of the hypothesis of a relationship between literacy and BOLD response.
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handedness, income, number of literate family members, reading
scores, and nonverbal intelligence (Table 7). Complete details of the
training procedure and its efficacy were described previously
(Hervais-Adelman et al., 2019) and are summarized below. The lon-
gitudinal analyses were confined to the evaluating the response of
the ROIs described above to auditory and visual sentences.

Participants
Of the 91 participants initially tested, 60 returned for a follow-up
scan, for whom complete data are available for only 59 (because of
an error in collecting behavioral data for 1 participant during the
follow-up session), comprising three groups: literate (N=25, mean
word reading score: 65.48), illiterate participants who participated a
6 month literacy training and nontrained (N=22, mean word read-
ing score: 0.55), and control illiterate individuals (N=12, mean
word reading score: 3.25).

Although at recruitment the three groups of participants were
matched on relevant demographic indicators, except for schooling
and literacy, the reduced subset who returned at follow-up were not.
The differences between groups at Time 2 (the participants were not
treated as groups in the cross-sectional analyses presented above) can
be seen in Table 7, and groupwise comparisons are presented in
Figure 9. The potentially confounding factors age, sex and Raven’s
performance were therefore included in analyses of the data in this
experiment.

MRI acquisition and preprocessing
MRI was acquired exactly as for Session 1 described above.
Participants were presented with the same stimuli. Data were
preprocessed using the same pipeline and were submitted to the
same first-level analyses.

Literacy training procedure
Participants received classroom instruction in literacy 3 times per
week for ;2 h per session over a 6 month period. The instructor

was a professional teacher who followed the local
method of reading and writing instruction. During
the first month, the Devanagari alphabet was taught
(vowels, followed by consonants). Reading and writ-
ing of script were taught simultaneously. Next, two-
letter words were taught, ;200 in the first month.
Over the second month, participants were taught to
read and write simple sentences containing mostly
two-letter words. During the third month, teaching
focused on three-letter words, alongside the reading
and writing of simple sentences. For the remaining 3
months of the program, more complex words and
foundational grammar rules (e.g., differences
between nouns, verbs, pronouns, and adjectives
and basic rules of tense and gender) were taught.
The instructor monitored learning and progress
continuously throughout the program.

Effectiveness of training
Because of the non-normal distribution of the read-
ing data (both Aksara and word-reading scores are
heavily rightward skewed), effectiveness of training
was established using aligned rank-transformed
(ART) ANOVA, implemented in R version 4.1.1 (R
Core Team, 2021) using ARTool version 0.11.1
(Wobbrock et al., 2011). Aligned rank transforma-
tion (ART) is an established method for dealing with
non-normally distributed data in designs, including
both within- and between-participants terms, and
is suitable for repeated-measures data. Using the

ARTool, data were transformed and the transformed data were
submitted to repeated-measures ANOVA. The model tested was
as follows:

Reading Performance;Time� Group� Sex

1 ErrorðParticipantÞ

Where reading performance was either word reading score or
Aksara recognition (i.e., tests for the effects of time, group, and
their interaction) accounted for repeated-measures over partici-
pant and included an interaction with sex. Sex was included in
this analysis as the composition of groups was not balanced for
sex (see Fig. 10). The factor sex was included with an interaction
as the constraints of the ART are such that the model must
include all combinations of interactions of the fixed effects.
Further, because of constraints of the ART, it was not possible
to include continuous covariates (age and Raven’s per-
formance). A subsidiary analysis was conducted to attempt
to adjust for potential impacts of the continuous predictors
age and Raven’s performance, as follows: reading perform-
ance was rank-transformed using the rank function in R,
with the option ties.method = “random” and a linear
regression of age and Raven’s on reading performance was
conducted for each time point and the residuals stored.
This procedure was executed .10,000 replicates to ensure
comprehensive sampling of the randomized tied ranks. The
mean residuals of the rank regressions (averaged over all
replicates) were then input to the ART model above. This
procedure of post hoc pairwise comparisons was executed
on the ART model estimates using the emmeans package,
version 1.6.2-1 (Lenth, 2021), averaging across levels of
sex.

Figure 8. Significant correlation between functional connectivity of pSTG and literacy during auditory sentence proc-
essing. Results thresholded at cluster-mass p(FDR) , 0.05, using a cluster-forming threshold of voxelwise p, 0.001
(single-tailed distribution, considering positive relationships only). Results projected onto MNI single-subject brain. z coordi-
nates (MNI mm) are supplied for each slice and marked on the render in bottom row. L, Left; R, right.
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Longitudinal analysis of training-induced changes in brain response
The response to both auditory sentences and visual sentences
was examined in the three ROIs defined above in order to evalu-
ate whether a significant effect of training (and therefore pre-
sumably of literacy) repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted
to probe whether: (1) the BOLD response to auditory or visual
sentences increased in the trained versus untrained participants
or (2) whether the connectivity of the pSTG to GMFA increased
with increasing literacy.

The repeated-measures ANOVA was implemented in R ver-
sion 4.1.1 (R Core Team, 2021) using the lmer function from the
lmerTest package, version 3.1-3 (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) testing
the following model:

MRIdata;Group� Time1 Sex1Age

1Raven’s1 ð1jParticipantÞ

Where MRIdata denotes either the BOLD response for a
given ROI or the estimated connectivity, and the model includes
covariates of sex, age and Raven’s performance, and a random
intercept by participant.

A model including an interaction term for sex: “MRIdata
; Group � Time � Sex 1 Age 1 Raven’s 1 (1|Participant)”
was also fitted and subjected to model comparison, to

determine whether the interaction term should be included.
Model comparison was executed with models fit using an ML
variance estimator as opposed to REML. The results reported
below are for models fit with REML. Model comparison
based on the Bayesian information criterion universally
revealed that the model including an interaction term for sex
was a poorer fit to the data. Post hoc pairwise comparisons
were executed using the emmeans package, version 1.6.2-1
(Lenth, 2021). Since the linear mixed effects modeling frame-
work allows the inclusion of participants with incomplete
data (in this instance, participants who dropped out of the
study before the second scan), below we also report results of
the analyses of the fMRI data, including all participants,
using the models described above. Degrees of freedom were
estimated using the Kenworth–Roger approximation.

Additional Bayesian post hoc pairwise comparisons were
executed in JASP, version 0.16.3 (JASP Team, 2022), using
the default Cauchy prior with scale = 0.707.

Six months of literacy training: a modestly successful
intervention
Repeated-measures ANOVA on aligned rank-transformed data,
including a between-subjects factor of group (literate, illiterate
trainee, and illiterate control) and a within-participants factor of
session (Time 1, Time 2) was used to determine whether training

Table 5. Significant modulation of pSTG connectivity by literacy during auditory sentence presentationa

Cluster size
(voxels)

Cluster
mass [p(fdr)]

Cluster center
of mass (MNI)

Statistic
(mean t)

Neuroanatomical labels of cluster

x y z AAL Atlas Harvard Oxford Atlas

602 0.046 �24 �14 58 3.564 80.33% Precentral_L 74.67% Left_Precentral_Gyrus
10.83% Frontal_Sup 2_L 16.50% Left_Postcentral_Gyrus
5.33% Postcentral_L 8.83% Left_Superior_Frontal_Gyrus

a Cluster-mass p, 0.05 FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons with a cluster-forming threshold of p, 0.001 uncorrected. Results are tabulated by cluster, and the proportion of coverage of neuroanatomical regions is pro-
vided for two atlases (for details, see Materials and Methods). Coverages do not always sum to 100%, as atlases do not label all areas in the brain.

Table 6. Significant modulation of VWFA connectivity by literacy during visual sentence presentationa

Cluster size
(voxels)

Cluster
mass [p(fdr)]

Cluster center
of mass (MNI)

Statistic
(mean t)

Neuroanatomical labels of cluster

x y z AAL Atlas Harvard Oxford Atlas

1074 ,0.001 �48 26 0 4.244 40.36% Left_Inferior_Frontal_Gyrus_pars_triangularis
61.33% Frontal_Inf_Tri_L 27.90% Left_Inferior_Frontal_Gyrus_pars_opercularis
26.03% Frontal_Inf_Orb_2_L 20.60% Left_Frontal_Orbital_Cortex
9.93% Frontal_Inf_Oper_L 10.21% Left_Frontal_Operculum_Cortex

540 ,0.001 �46 0 46 4.138 89.07% Precentral_L 65.37% Left_Precentral_Gyrus
6.48% Frontal_Mid_2_L 34.63% Left_Middle_Frontal_Gyrus

507 0.010 �18 �90 �4 3.403 55.34% Occipital_Mid_L
21.54% Occipital_Inf_L 41.50% Left_Occipital_Pole
8.50% Fusiform_L 34.58% Left_Occipital_Fusiform_Gyrus
6.72% Lingual_L 19.57% Left_Lateral_Occipital_Cortex_inferior_division

493 ,0.001 �6 12 54 4.087 55.58% Left_Superior_Frontal_Gyrus
91.08% Supp_Motor_Area_L 19.27% Left_Juxtapositional_Lobule_Cortex
5.27% Supp_Motor_Area_R 19.07% Left_Paracingulate_Gyrus

267 0.016 38 �62 �26 3.931 49.81% Cerebellum_6_R
40.82% Cerebellum_Crus_1_R 24.34% Right_Occipital_Fusiform_Gyrus
9.36% Fusiform_R 16.10% Right_Temporal_Occipital_Fusiform_Cortex

189 0.041 38 �84 12 3.498 38.80% Right_Lateral_Occipital_Cortex_inferior_division
95.08% Occipital_Mid_R 38.80% Right_Lateral_Occipital_Cortex_superior_division;

189 0.037 �56 �34 4 3.723 82.45% Left_Superior_Temporal_Gyrus_posterior_division
87.23% Temporal_Mid_L 9.04% Left_Middle_Temporal_Gyrus_posterior_division
9.04% no_label 5.85% Left_Planum_Temporale

a Loci of positive associations between literacy and effective connectivity of VWFA during visual sentence presentation. Cluster-level p, 0.05 FWE-corrected for multiple comparisons with a cluster-forming threshold of
p, 0.001 uncorrected. L, Left; R, right; FWE, familywise error.
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had a significant impact on literacy. As reported previously
(Hervais-Adelman et al., 2019), the literacy training program was
a mixed success; descriptive plots are shown in Figure 10. A signif-
icant group� time point interaction indicated that trained partici-
pants improved in their Aksara recognition performance (F(2,53) =
54.431, p, 0.001, partial h 2 = 0.673). Post hoc pairwise compari-
sons of within-group pretraining versus post-training perform-
ance (Holm-corrected for multiple comparisons and averaged
over levels of sex) indicated that the interaction was driven
by an improvement in performance in the trainees (t = 3.484,
pholm = 0.010), which was absent in the literate controls (t =
�2.67, pholm= 0.089) and untrained illiterate controls (t =
–2.608, pholm = 0.079). There was also a significant group � time
point interaction for word reading (F(2,53) = 5.18, p=0.009, par-
tial h 2 = 0.163). However, post hoc pairwise comparisons of
within-group pretraining versus post-training performance
(Holm-corrected for multiple comparisons and averaged over
levels of sex) indicated that this effect showed no significant
within group improvement in word reading in any group (train-
ees: t= 1.18, pholm . 0.999, literate controls: t = �0.846, pholm .
0.999, untrained illiterate controls: t= 0.568, pholm . 0.999).
These results confirm that training improved literacy as assessed
by Aksara reading and the significant group � time interaction
on word reading scores is suggestive of a modest impact of train-
ing on word reading.

However, it is clear from the level of performance
reached by the trained participants (mean word reading
performance = 7.591, compared with the literate partici-
pants’ mean of 68.44 at time 2) that the training did not suf-
fice to render the formerly illiterate individuals fluent
readers of words in Devanagari script. We note also that the

untrained illiterate control group was
small, and conclusions involving com-
parisons with this group must therefore
be considered with caution.

When attempting to control for the
influences of age and sex by fitting the
model to reading performance residualized
for these factors, the pattern of results was
similar: Aksara recognition performance
showed a significant group� time interac-
tion (F(2,53) = 15.364, p, 0.001, partial
h 2 = 0.326). Word reading performance
also showed a significant group � time
point interaction (F(2,53) = 12.825, p,
0.001, partial h 2 = 0.326).

Impact of acquiring literacy on responses
to auditory and visual sentences in PT,
pSTG and VWFA
An initial repeated-measures ANOVA,
with a within-participant factor of ses-
sion (Time 1, Time 2) and a between-
participants factor of group (literate
control, nontrained control, trainee),
with covariates of sex, age, and Raven’s
performance, was conducted to test for
a significant group � time point inter-
action, which would be indicative of an
effect of training. For completeness, this
analysis was conducted on responses to
both auditory and visual sentence pre-
sentation in all three ROIs (summary
data are plotted in Fig. 11).

In PT, no significant group � time point interaction was
found for either listening to sentences (F(2,56) = 0.716, p=0.493,
partial h 2 = 0.025) or visually presented sentences (F(2,56) =
0.165, p=0.849, partial h 2 = 0.003), suggesting that there was no
effect of training on BOLD response to auditory or orthographic
sentences in this ROI. Similarly, there was no significant interac-
tion between time and group for the pSTG ROI (auditory senten-
ces: F(2,56) = 0.543, p= 0.584, partial h 2 = 0.019; visual sentences:
F(2,56) = 0.871, p=0.421, partial h 2 = 0.012). In VWFA, however,
while there was no significant group � time point interaction for
auditory sentences (F(2,56) = 1.023, p= 0.366, partial h 2 = 0.035),
a marginally significant group � time point interaction was
found for visually presented sentences (F(2,56) = 3.144, p=0.051,
partial h 2 = 0.101), suggesting that literacy training tended to
increase response to orthographic stimuli in the VWFA.

Analyses incorporating the full dataset (i.e., 91 participants at
Time 1 and 59 at Time 2) yielded a similar pattern of results for the
interaction of group by time. In PT, there was no significant interac-
tion (auditory: F(2,70.035) = 0.324, p=0.725, partial h 2 = 0.009; visual:
F(2142) = 0.804, p=0.4501, partial h 2 = 0.011), nor was there any sig-
nificant interaction in pSTG (auditory: F(2,74.187) = 0.488, p=0.616,
partial h 2 = 0.013; visual: F(2142) = 0.8708, p=0.421, partial h 2 =
0.012). However, in VWFA, although no significant group � time
interaction was found for auditory sentences (F(2,75.873) = 3.235,
p=0.045, partial h 2 = 0.079), there was a significant interaction for
visual sentences (F(2,71.587) = 1.651, p=0.199, partial h 2 = 0.044).

A follow-up analysis (Bayesian paired t test) was conducted
on the null findings to determine the relative certainty that there
was no categorical difference in brain response to the auditory or
visual sentence materials as a result of training. This analysis was

Figure 9. Brain areas showing significant modulation of VWFA connectivity by literacy during visual sentence processing.
Results thresholded at cluster-mass p(FDR), 0.05, using a cluster-forming threshold of voxelwise p, 0.001 (single-tailed dis-
tribution, considering positive relationships only). Results projected onto MNI single-subject brain. z coordinates (MNI mm) are
supplied for each slice and marked on the render in bottom row. L, Left; R, right.
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conducted for the PT and pSTG ROIs, comparing pretraining
with post-training BOLD response to each condition and testing
the directional hypothesis of post-training BOLD increase. These
analyses revealed varying degrees of evidence in favor of the null
hypothesis that there is no increase in response after training in
either PT (auditory: BF�0 = 0.065; visual: BF-0 = 0.351) or pSTG
(auditory: BF�0 = 0.079; visual: BF-0 = 0.672). The same analyses
in VWFA showed strong evidence in favor of the alternative hy-
pothesis that BOLD response to visual sentences was greater after
training (BF�0 = 7.986), while there was substantial evidence in
favor of the null hypothesis of no difference for the response to
auditory sentences (BF�0 = 0.346).

In sum, the analysis of within-subject change after training
provides no evidence for an increase in recruitment of acoustic-
phonetic related brain areas, while increasing literacy does lead
to an increase in VWFA responsiveness to visually presented
sentences.

Literacy training increases functional connectivity of pSTG and
GMFA during auditory sentence presentation
If learning to read is responsible for the observed correlation
between literacy and functional connectivity of pSTG with
GMFA during auditory sentence presentation, then the literacy
training intervention should drive an increase in this connectiv-
ity. Connectivity estimates for all participants who returned for a
second scan were estimated for the pSTG ROI. Individual con-
nectivity parameters at the center of mass of the cluster identified
as GMFA above (using a sphere of radius 8 mm centered at
MNI: �14, �24, 58) were extracted and tested for an effect of
training using a repeated-measures ANOVA (within-partici-
pants factor time: Time 1, Time 2; between-participants factor
group: literate control, untrained control, trainee). This analysis
revealed a significant group � time comparison (F(2,56) = 4.955,
p=0.010, partial h 2 = 0.150), with post hoc pairwise comparison
showing that the effect is driven by an increase in connectivity in
the trainees (t=3.340, pholm = 0.022), which was not found in the

other groups (literate: t = �0.570; untrained: t = �0.610, both
pholm. 0.999).

Discussion
Surprisingly, given the existing evidence that literacy induces
changes in brain responses to speech, we find no evidence of
such changes, either cross-sectionally or longitudinally, with
Bayesian analyses, suggesting substantial evidence in favor of
there being no effect. However, there is compelling evidence that
a functional connection during speech processing arises between
pSTG and graphomotor areas, as a result of literacy and that
VWFA exhibits literacy-modulated connectivity with posterior
superior temporal cortical areas during reading.

These findings contrast starkly with those previously pre-
sented for literate and ex-illiterate readers of alphabetic
script (Dehaene et al., 2010), who showed modulation of PT
response during sentence listening as a function of literacy
status and with several reports of print-speech convergence
in posterior superior temporal cortex. It should be noted,
however, that investigations of print-speech convergence
have examined differential responses to intelligible and unintelli-
gible stimuli (e.g., Chyl et al., 2018), native language versus for-
eign language stimuli (Monzalvo and Dehaene-Lambertz, 2013),
anomalous versus normal sentences (Shankweiler et al., 2008), or
during picture-word matching, including pseudowords (Preston
et al., 2016). The present study deliberately avoided imposing
such tasks or contrasts to probe the basic question: “does literacy
in Devanagari increase BOLD response to speech in phonologi-
cal processing areas?”

There is an appealing argument that print-speech conver-
gence arises as a result of enhanced phonological processing that
develops with literacy, and that phonological representations rel-
evant to reading become engaged in an obligatory manner dur-
ing speech processing (even under conditions of no explicit
task). However, the absence of such an effect in the current
study may call into question the generalisability of the hypoth-
esis of a dramatic alteration of the functional role of

Table 7. Characteristics of participants at Time 2a

Literate
(N = 25)

No train
(N = 12)

Trainees
(N = 22)

Main effect of
group (one-way
ANOVA)

Post hoc pairwise comparison
(Holm-corrected p values)

Lit vs NT NT vs Tr Lit vs Tr

Age (range) 26.84 (18-40) 30.83 (22-49) 31.36 (22-40 F(2,56) = 4.946, p= 0.011,
h 2 = 0.150

p= 0.069 p= 0.780 p= 0.014

Sex [F:M] 8:17 10:2 21:1 x (2)
2 = 9.67, p= 0.008,
Cramer’s V= 0.405

p, 0.001 p. 0.999 p, 0.377

Handedness [R:L] 25:0 12:0 22:0 NA
Income (range) [IRN/mo] 1823.92 (0-9000) 2500 (2000-3000) 1795.455 (0-3000) F(2,56) = 1.511, p= 0.230,

h 2 = 0.511
p= 0.870 p= 0.390 p= 0.390

Years of schooling (range) 4.88 (0-11) 0 (0) 0 (0) F(2,56) = 31.12, p, 0.001,
h 2 = 0.526

p, 0.001 p. 0.999 p, 0.001

Raven’s matrices (range) 17.8 (10-35) 13.167 (8-27) 13 (8-18) F(2,56) = 6.897, p= 0.002,
h 2 = 0.198

p= 0.017 p. 0.999 p= 0.004

Word reading score T1
(range) [maximum 86]

65.48 (9-86) 3.25 (0-13) 0.545 (0-6) F(2,56) = 114.4, p, 0.001,
h 2 = 0.803

p, 0.001 p= 0.640 p, 0.001

Word reading score T2
(range) [maximum 86]

68.44 (19-85) 3.417 (0-14) 7.591 (0-33) F(2,56) = 100.8, p, 0.001,
h 2 = 0.782

p, 0.001 p. 0.490 p, 0.001

Aksara recognition score
T1 (range) [maximum 46]

39.04 (20-46) 9.417 (0-35) 9.227 (0-38) F(2,56) = 59.41, p, 0.001,
h 2 = 0.680

p, 0.001 p= 0.960 p, 0.001

Aksara recognition score
T2 (range) [maximum 46]

41.76 (30-46) 7.33 (0-36) 33.227 (30-46) F(2,56) 84.89, p, 0.001,
h 2 = 0.752

p, 0.001 p, 0.001 p, 0.001

a Pairwise comparisons presented are post hoc t tests for one-way ANOVAs performed to test for an effect of group on the target variable (except for the variables sex and handedness; handedness was not tested as all partic-
ipants were right-handed). p values are Holm-adjusted for the three two-tailed pairwise tests executed. Post hoc results from nonsignificant ANOVA are presented for completeness. IRN, Indian Rupees; Lit, literate participants;
NT, participants in no-training control group; Tr, participants receiving training.
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auditory processing areas by the acquisition of literacy. Not
only is there no whole-brain level nor ROI-level effect of liter-
acy on brain response to auditory sentence presentation, there
is substantial evidence (at the ROI level) in favor of the hy-
pothesis that there is no impact of literacy.

We do not seek to contradict the sub-
stantial body of evidence that points to-
ward behavioral consequences of literacy
for speech processing tasks, nor, indeed,
could we, in the absence of an appropriate
behavioral task in the present experiment.
However, the limited behavioral evidence
that orthographic knowledge can affect
the processing of spoken words comes
from meta-linguistic tasks that are
completely or mostly offline, such as
rhyme judgments (Seidenberg and
Tanenhaus, 1979), phoneme monitor-
ing (Dijkstra et al., 1995; Halle et al.,
2000), and word blending (Ventura et
al., 2010), which require participants
explicitly to break down (individual)
spoken words into smaller units. Some
other behavioral studies finding evidence
for orthography-on-speech effects have
used tasks that do not require meta-pho-
nological judgments but which are clearly
meta-linguistic in nature, such as auditory
lexical decision and shadowing (Ventura
et al., 2004; Chereau et al., 2007) and are
far removed from how people ordinarily
listen to spoken language. The few be-
havioral studies that have used online
speech tasks suggest that orthographic
knowledge may not modulate online
speech (Mitterer and Reinisch, 2015).

There is substantial debate about the
nature of representation of the acoustic
units of human speech sounds. Tra-

ditionally, it has been assumed that the phoneme is the basic unit
of speech, a position that seems “logical” when letters map onto
phonemes. However, although it is reasonable to assume some
form of phoneme-letter mapping for highly researched alpha-
betic writing systems, such as English, it is not an account that
is likely to be true across the writing systems of the world.
Logosyllabic scripts (e.g., Chinese) (see Daniels, 2020) have a
many-to-one mapping between symbols and sounds, and are
fundamentally intransparent (the sound of a word cannot
straightforwardly be derived from its symbol), in syllabic
scripts (e.g., Kana of Japanese) every symbol encodes a sylla-
ble (although there is no transparent relationship between
the symbol and the consonant and vowel component), and in
abugidas (e.g., Indic and Ethiopic scripts) (see Daniels, 2020)
every symbol systematically encodes a consonant with a
modifier encoding a vowel (or a consonant with an inherent
vowel, when unmarked). These different scripts reflect differ-
ent spoken language units compared with the phoneme-letter
mappings of alphabets (logosyllabaries: morphemes and words,
syllabary: syllables, abugidas: mappings at multiple levels of
granularity). Indeed, previous research strongly suggests that
phoneme units are not “needed” until people learn to read an
alphabetic script. Many studies have shown that awareness of
subsyllabic speech units, such as phonemes, does not arise in
speakers spontaneously; rather, it must be taught during learn-
ing to read (Morais et al., 1979; Morais, 2021). Moreover, even
in languages with an alphabetic writing system, a phoneme is
typically not produced in isolation: speech planning and pro-
duction take place at either the syllable or segment level

Figure 10. Comparison of groups included in follow-up on principle demographic and literacy indicators and reading indica-
tors at both time points. Violin plots represent distributions of individual participants, divided by group, with significant pair-
wise differences indicated (Holm-corrected for multiple comparisons); nonsignificant comparisons are omitted for clarity.
Individual data points for reading performance at time points are also plotted. Trendlines are anchored at the group median
for each time point. *p, 0.05. **p, 0.01. ***p, 0.001.

Figure 11. Mean response (expressed as t statistic for the contrast with the null
baseline) to auditory and visual sentences in the three ROIs, by group and session.
Error bars indicate 6 1 SEM.
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(Laganaro, 2019), which likely map more directly onto syllable-
sized orthographic symbols. It is conceivable, therefore, that
learning to map subsyllabic segments to a visual code in alpha-
betic writing systems might require or induce modifications to
auditory processing and representations of speech to support
the phoneme-level manipulations and representations that are
relevant for writing in that specific orthographic system, but
are not natural to speaking the language encoded by it.

This raises the intriguing possibility that neural orthography-
on-speech processing effects are indeed script-specific rather
than universal. Although a previous investigation by Rueckl et al.
(2015) suggested that consistent brain areas show similar pat-
terns of speech-print convergence across transparent and opaque
alphabets, an abjad (Hebrew) and a logosyllabic script (Chinese),
investigations of abugidas have not, until now, been reported. It
is conceivable that the Devanagari abugida imposes different vis-
ual-to-orthographic mapping requirements compared with an
alphabetic one, as the characters transparently encode consonant-
vowel pairs (syllables) rather than sub-syllabic segments (pho-
nemes), and to logosyllabaries in which the phonological value of
the character cannot be decoded, only learned. Devanagari
and Latin scripts’ properties intersect at the conceptual level
of sound-symbol mapping and the necessity of assembling se-
quential symbols to compose words, and it sits between alpha-
betic and logographic script in terms of visual complexity of
individual graphemes.

The evidence presented above for Devanagari suggests that
having learned the mappings between orthographic symbols and
their phonological renderings per se does not necessarily induce
significant changes to the processing of continuous speech in the
auditory system as a whole, nor in areas specifically investigated
because of the a priori evidence of their role in acoustic-phonetic
processing of speech. Further investigation is essential to eluci-
date whether reading abugidas, which are neither alphabetic
nor syllabic, is somehow categorically different to reading other
scripts. In addition, we speculate that the differences we report
above in part because of the script but also a function of the
choice to eschew any meta-linguistic or phonological task in
the investigation. This was a deliberate decision taken to ensure
that we were able to test claims regarding the obligatory nature
of the impact of literacy on the BOLD response to speech.

We propose that the nature of the speech unit encoded in the
orthographic system used by literate individuals must be consid-
ered when generating hypotheses about the impact of literacy on
speech sound representation and processing. Ultimately, we
would argue that literacy in all orthographies is not equivalent,
and that drawing conclusions of a universal nature from investi-
gations of alphabetic literacy alone is problematic. As we have
previously discussed (Hervais-Adelman et al., 2019), the impact
of literacy on visual processing reported by Dehaene et al. (2010)
for alphabetic literates was not replicated in this group of Hindi-
speaking individuals, underscoring the need for further investi-
gations to provide concordant, or discordant, evidence for influ-
ential proposals.

An especially intriguing finding of the present study is that
the pSTG ROI showed greater functional connectivity with
GMFA during spoken sentence processing both cross-sectionally
as a function of literacy and longitudinally within-participant as
a result of literacy training. The functional connectivity between
this region of posterior superior temporal cortex that is associ-
ated with acoustic-phonetic processing of phonemes and the
handwriting-related areas of the dorsal motor and premotor cor-
tices is of outstanding interest. Literacy is almost never acquired

as a purely receptive skill but also involves an important produc-
tion component when learning to write by hand (but also in
typing). It has previously been demonstrated that recognizing
(alphabetic) letters activates premotor cortical areas consistent
with the representation of the hand habitually used to write
(Longcamp et al., 2008). This is compelling evidence for a func-
tional role of graphomotor processes in reading. However, the
role of learning to write in developing acoustic-phonetic repre-
sentations at the level encoded by the script is barely discussed,
although there would be every reason to posit that creating
motor-auditory mappings for encoding script must be as impor-
tant in becoming literate (in that it forms the functional basis of
written expression) as learning the visual-auditory bases for
decoding script.

While future studies will be necessary to better examine the
implications of this functional relationship, the data at hand indi-
cate that, in literate individuals, there is significantly greater cou-
pling between hand-motor regions and auditory processing areas
during online sentence processing, in the absence of any ortho-
graphic of manual task. Although it is consistent with classical
Hebbian processes (Hebb, 1949) that repeated pairings of ortho-
graphic tokens with their spoken representations during learning
can lead to functional coupling as a result of exercising ortho-
graphic output, the relevance of this to spoken language process-
ing is unclear. Importantly, it suggests that we must consider the
potential role of auditory-manual mapping in theories of the role
of literacy in the development of phonological representation
and processing.

A regrettable limitation of the present study is the relatively
small number of participants from in the no training control
group (N=12). Comparisons involving this group must be inter-
preted with due caution because of low statistical power (e.g., for
a comprehensive discussion of the impact of N on group-level
statistics in fMRI, see Geuter et al., 2018). However, the inclusion
of two control groups for which we expect no change over time
should mitigate concerns of potential false positives. We cannot,
however, rule out that some changes of modest effect size may
have been missed, although the Bayesian statistics, for the most
part, indicate convincing evidence one way or another.

Future, ideally preregistered longitudinal, studies will be
required to systematically examine the potential script specific-
ity (alphabetic vs nonalphabetic) of literacy-induced modula-
tions of responses to speech, in the presence and absence of
metalinguistic tasks, and to better understand the role of graph-
omotor learning in influencing auditory processing of speech.
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